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Abstract

In recent years, much research has been focused on semantic image understanding. However, limited by the state of the art, the majority of existing systems have taken a relatively low-level approach and fallen short of higher level interpretation and knowledge. Current research has started to emphasize ways for bridging the semantic and conceptual gaps that exist between man and computer by integrating knowledge-based techniques, human perception, scene content understanding, sensor fusion, psychology, and linguistics.

Context is critical in the human recognition process where the human visual system makes extensive use of the environment to facilitate object detection (e.g., where are the pedestrians? most likely along sidewalks).

Likewise, it can be used to improve the performance of automated image understanding systems. In this talk, we present a unique and unified perspective on exploiting a broad array of context in order to improve semantic scene content understanding.

These include spatial context (relationships between regions in the same scene), temporal context (elapsed time between pictures), and imaging context (camera sensor metadata about scene properties, such as exposure time and subject distance).
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